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Reviewer's report:

The authors have done a thorough job addressing all reviewer comments and I find this manuscript much improved. It is now very much clearer, and a nice concise study of issues with imputation in populations that are not well represented amongst reference panels. This will surely be a good reference for others seeking to impute SouthEast Asian datasets in the future (sorely needed given the Euro-centric nature of published GWAS so far).

I just have a few minor comments, mostly to do with language for clarity, although in my final point (with regards to manuscript lines 297-300) I outline why I think the authors are slightly off track with one of their reasons for wanting to impute data, and that this would be better if it was more directed to genome representation rather than statistical power or genotyping cost.

line 78 - 'variants' rather than 'variance'

line 117 - should this read 'whole genome genotype data'?

line 118 - could you define what you mean by 'gene'(and remove 'the' from in front of 'genes'. e.g. is there a cut-off in terms of base pairs as to how far beyond the exon/UTR boundaries you are extending this analysis?

line 154 - remove the period after 5Mb

line 213 - 'with ID slightly higher' rather than 'and that ID was slightly higher'

lines 243 and 244: change to 'while complex regions, where SNPs have been associated with more than one gene'

line 260 - 'complex regions', rather than 'the complex region'. Using 'the' in this context reads as though there was only 1. Do this throughout.

line 261 - 'UTR regions', rather than 'the UTR'. I would also write UTR out in full as this is the first time you've mentioned it. Do this throughout.

line 264 - replace 'got a lower MAF' with 'had even lower MAFs after imputation'? I'd also change the above line to read 'SNPs with low initial MAFs'
line 267 - remove 'the' from in front of 'most imputed SNPs'

line 271 onwards - 'Coding regions' instead of 'The coding region' - do this throughout

line 290 - 'are' instead of 'is'

line 297 and 298 - it's the number of samples, not the number of SNPs, that influences statistical "power".

I still don't agree with the points you raise from here to line 300. I'd re-write the third point to indicate you want good representation across the genome. Also,

There is a physical upper limit to the number of SNPs included on chips (especially now that imputation exists there is no incentive for companies to keep adding more and more SNPs, unless it's for custom designs). Depending on where you buy chip prices for denser arrays can be comparable to costs for less dense arrays. I still don't think this is an argument for imputation... You want imputation for full genome coverage, not to win out on chip costs - to get full coverage you'll need to impute regardless of which chip you use/how much you pay!
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